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KIRLOSKAR-HOWDEN SCREW COMPRESSOR 

Principle of Operation: 

In order to fully realise the advantages of Screw Compressor 

over reciprocating it is firstly essential to understand the 

working of the Screw Comrressors. 

Short History 

The Screw Compressor, that is a compressor with two rotors 

having helical lobes on them and the whole unit having internal 

compression, was first invented by A. J. R. Lysholm in Sweden 

in middle of 1930s. It is interesting to note that at the time 
I 

he was working on the development of gas turbine and he was· 

having lroul.Jlcs with tile cc:11t1·ifugul compressor involved. 

!lo clc1vnlnpc?tl Sc:r·ciw C:c1111p1·1ir;!;1n· il!� il 1·cipl,1t:ci111rn1l., tho 11(111 lining 

to have a positive displacement compressor thereby eliminating 

the possibility of surging and being capable of operating at a 

high rotational speed above that possible with reciprocating 

designs. 

The initial development work was carrietl out by a Swedish 

research organisation now known as Svenska Rotor Maschines 

(S.R.M.) 

In the year 1946 James Howden from Scotland took the licence 

for manufacture and sale of Screw Compressor, the first licence 

in the world. 

Howden was the first to install oil injected refrigeration screw 

compressor in the world in 1961. In 1966 change in female rotor 

addendum was introduced. This change from 2% to 3% of diameter 

changed torque split bet\\'een male to female from 90%: 10% to 

85%: 15% resulting in avoiding vibrations at low duties and hence 

timing gears could be climimitcd. Tliis cllrmge explains unusur-11 

rotor dia. e.g. 204 and 255 which were 200 and 250 mm earlier. 

Unsymetric profile rotors \1·ere introduced in 1970 which reducer! 
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